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number of replacement hips and
shoulder joints, SH3 is probably
more like a well-oiled machine
than not these days. Flop Flop,
visiting from the American
Colonies, showed he remembered
everything learned in  years
running with SH3 and got nearly as
far as the first blob of flour before
asking “Where do I go now?
Where do I go now? The first
check by the church went well,
although Dissa was seen to give a
local resident a Guantanamo style
questioning about whether she had
seen any flour in the village.
Admitting that yes, she had seen
flour all over the village as far as
the village shop and, yes she was a
member of a secret “independence
for Hambledon cell” we had inside
information that would have been
very useful if anyone had known
where the village shop was. The
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pack tried to solve the second
check about 100 metres short of
the circle itself, a technique does
not work at all on a forward check
so the pack began to spread out,
but subsequent checks helped
regroup the pack as we ran past
the village shop into Hambledon
Common, fantastic country for
hashing, paths everywhere, nice
views, so of course the hares found
a way of laying the trail through a
housing estate instead. I’ve
noticed the ability of the pack to
interpret calling is getting worse, if
you hear “on on” , you run in that
direction, “on called” does not
mean the same thing, so a
straightforward check had the
pack running in all directions even
though the solution had been
found and correctly called.  The
knitting circle kept well ahead of
the pack on this stretch because of

local short-cutting information, so
when the front runners found the
next check circle was already
marked through forward it was
merely a cock-up caused by short
cutting Eskimo whose excuse was
that the strong Caribbean sun had
made her more intellectually
blonde than usual. The resultant
confusion gave Gibber the chance
to explain the subtleties of
“strategic loitering” to Flop
Flop—acceptable on SH3 but
probably a criminal offence in
Orange County. The check was
actually a very long back check,
starting in Hambledon with a
solution in Wormley. This was the
start of a series of long checks
which eventually led back through
Buss’s Common (who knew LWB
had his own Common?), great
hashing country, on to The Golf
Course Check.  The check was,
admittedly, a difficult one but
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Date 15-Jun-08

Hares Strumpet, Ear Trumpet,
Bumble

Venue Hambledon

On On Merry Harriers

Arriving slightly early at the
“Merry harriers” car park, we were
just in time to see Strumpet
packing away Ear Trumpet’s
Wheel chair into the back of a
mobile geriatric care van.  Bumble,
a co-opted co-hare was also to be
seen in good humour.  So, the
Hares were back well before the on
off, the sun was shining, public
footpath signs proliferated, what
could possible go wrong?  The first
clue came from G & T who
suddenly realised just who was
laying the run. “Oh no, it’s not
them is it? I had better put my
affairs in order before the run, just
in case!” So it was that the few
members of SH3 who can both read
and write were invited to witness a
fresh Will.

At 11.00, like a well-oiled
machine, SH3 leapt into action.
Actually, thinking about the

there’s probably still someone out
there trying to solve it right now
because the pack kept calling “on”
as if the solution had been found,
then finding ‘oh sorry’ it was all a
mistake, so the check circle was
marked through in umpteen
different directions  and then had
to be repaired again. Eventually a
solution was found, with Golden
Balls’ calling playing a key role in
gathering the now scattered pack.
The final check was inspired; I’m
not sure by what, but definitely
inspired. Most hares might have
tried the wimp’s approach of a
final check on a path leading
vaguely towards the on in.  Not
this threesome; their check was on
a path leading firmly away from
the Pub, some 440 yards (measured
on a map) from the solution, and
half a mile on blacktop from the
Pub itself. ET’s view that ‘only an
idiot’ would run forward at that

check towards Hydon’s Ball may
explain Popeye’s excursion
through the swimming pool’d
gardens of the area, but surely
Gibber’s razor sharp intellect and
GPS like sense of direction should
not have been so easily misled?
Portaloo, standing in for the GM,
suitably punished the hares, while
Bonn Bugle did her RA stuff for
visitors and offenders.  G & T, you
will be relieved to hear, did survive
the run.

Eveready
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1733 29-Jun FRB

1734 06-Jul Bodyshop Worplesdon

1735 13-Jul Tequil'over, Chunderos -
100th birthday run

1736 20-Jul Spingo and Paul

1737 27 July Invisible Epsom Downs?

Run 1732

Date 22-Jun-08

Hare ‘Ard on Provocateur

Venue Effingham Station
KT24 5HX

On On Black Swan (KT11 1NG)

OS   TQ103559

Scribe HornblowerDirections:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

From A246 turn north through Effingham Village, The Street
and at mini roundabouts continue north on Effingham
Common Road. Car park is on left about 1.85 miles from
A246.

Traditional Curious Shakespearen Event — News thereof
 Thursday July 10 —Attend Polesden Lacey festival performance
of Antony & Cleopatra.  Picnic on the Lawn RIGHT BY THE HOUSE
18:00 then buy grass enclosure tickets £12 for 19:30 perfor-
mance.

Thursday July17 —Perform/read A&P at Shakespeare Wallah at J
Arthur’s, Paget Meadow Drive, Sendmarsh.  Food will be pro-
vided, thespians to bring their own tipple.

06 Jul — Independence day Fourth of July BBQ at Bugle and
Schwanz’s garden after the Hash

24 Aug —  SH3 Family Picnic Event

20 Sept —  Treasure Hunt, Tunbridge Wells (or somewhere

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Vineyard Hash 3-6 Oct Deposit Due!   Please forward
£25.00 per person on to The Treasurer, Lorraine Piercy by
post, or hand over to our GM, FRB.  Three nights at Hôtel du
Lac in Villeréal, near Bergerac with  breakfast, gourmet dinner
(incl aperitif and coffee, but not wine)  160 euros per he::ad.
Example flights:

Friday    Oct 3, 2008 BA7983  07:55  Gatwick, 10:30 Bordeaux

Monday  Oct 6, 2008 BA7988 17:05 Bordeaux, 17:35 Gatwick

Also, Ryanair  to Bergerac from Stansted.
Lost Propertyl  Did anybody find a watch (black face, green
strap) after last Sunday’s run?  I think that mine may have fallen
out of my pocket as I was changing in the car park.  —Thanks,
Stilton.

A driver is stuck in a traffic jam on the motorway. Nothing is
moving.  Suddenly a man knocks on the window. The driver
rolls down his window and asks, "What's going on?' 'Terrorists
down the road have kidnapped Gordon Brown, Alistair Darling,
David Miliband and Jack Straw.  They're asking for a £10 million
ransom.  Otherwise they're going to douse them with petrol
and set them on fire.  We're going from car to car, taking up a
collection.'  The driver asks, 'How much is everyone giving, on
average?' '  ..................... Most people are giving about a gallon.'


